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Samsung 
Business TV
BET-H series
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Time-strapped small business owners with limited 
resources need easy & simple signage, just like a TV.

I don’t need a 
commercial-grade 
display for my 
small business.

I don’t have time 
to update signage 
all the time.

Most business 
technology is 
complicated.

Pain points
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A TV built for
your business

Introducing 
Samsung Business TV

BET-H series
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A TV you can count on
Featuring an impressive warranty, Business TV is reliable and built to operate even with extended daily 
business hours, 16 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Business-grade
operation time

3 year warranty
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Plug and play content you want
Show what your customers want to watch with built-in tuners and multiple input ports . From the big game to 
prime-time news,  third party content from YouTube application and broadcasted by cable or external media 
player even showcase advertising content alongside TV programming, you are in control.

Content alongside
TV programming

Multiple 
input ports
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Boundless design with various size options
Focus on the screen at full, and enjoy every scene like never before. 
With sizes ranging from 43 to 75”, Business TV naturally fits your space.

Boundless design, 
regardless of 
distinction of models 
is designed to be most 
optimal and premium 
in order to let you 
focus more on the 
image for complete 
immersion with 3 
sides bezel-less design 
by eliminating 
unnecessary elements 
in organizing TV. 

※ Not applied for EU region.

43”

50”
55”

65”
70”

75”
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Focus on your business, not your TV
Spend less time dealing with technical issues. An on/off timer allows the TV to automatically operate during 
business hours and a pin-code protects the display settings, avoiding any potential content interruptions.

On/off timer Security lock
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Create eye catching content with the click of a button
Save time and money with more than 100 pre-loaded content templates including vertical orientation, L-Bar 
layouts, motion-embedded, seasonal sale and other pre-designed promotions and advertisements for DIY 
content management.
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Samsung Business TV 
Use cases

From menu boards to providing advertising and 
promotion alongside TV programs, Business TV is 
the perfect solution for businesses looking for 
a straightforward and effective way to 
communicate with customers.

* Images on screen are all utilizing pre-loaded templates on Samsung business TV app 
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Flip 2 Sales presentation

Fashion store

Samsung’s business TV was designed to fit the 
budget and needs of boutique retailers that need 
an easy and effective way to visually communicate 
their latest inventory and promotions in brilliant 
UHD 4K, without the hassle of a large-scale 
technical signage solution.. 

Showcase your best side to potential customers
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Beauty shop

Enrich in-store advertisements and promotions 
with vivid imagery and immaculate detail thanks to 
Samsung Business TV’s UHD 4K resolution. The 
display’s modern, sleek design has an elevated 
appeal allowing stores to create a more memorable 
customer experience.

Making beauty supplies truly beautiful
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Flip 2 Sales presentation

Drug store

Delivering clear messages and the most relevant 
information at the right time and place in-store can 
increase visits and fuel sales. Samsung Business TV 
allows drugstores to communicate powerfully with 
stunning 4K picture quality and features a sleek 
design that enhances the aesthetic appeal of any 
store.

Healthier customer experiences and 
a retail interior that stands out
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Flip 2 Sales presentation

Medical office

Samsung Business TV can create a better patient 
experience for any medical practice – no matter 
the size. The displays feature simple installation 
and can show content customized to the practice 
alongside live TV in a waiting room with just a few 
easy taps on a smartphone. 

Visually communicate vital healthcare content to 
your patients
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Flip 2 Sales presentation

Restaurant

With crystal-clear 4K resolution, Samsung Business 
TV offers a sleek, high-performance display to 
entertain and inform guests. Business TV also 
allows restaurant owners to easily add custom 
content such as specials or menu highlights, 
alongside on-screen entertainment

Enhance dining experiences with dynamic content 
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Samsung 
Pro TV Terrace Edition
BHT series
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Samsung’s Pro TV 
Terrace Edition
BHT series

An outdoor QLED TV ready for 
customizable possibilities.

I N T R O D U C I N G  
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With the Samsung 
Pro TV Terrace Edition,
simply captivate your customers with a 
stunning, high-performance QLED Ultra High 
Definition 4K display for outdoors with easy 
setup, and endless custom content 
possibilities. 

Outdoor Optimized QLED 4K 
Display
Quantum 4K Processor & QLED 4K UHD 
Image

DIY Content Management 
Solution
Create and upload dynamic, eye-
catching content to multiple TVs 
from your smartphone or tablet in 
three easy steps using the Intuitive 
Samsung Business TV app (Android 
and iOS)

A TV designed to enjoy outside
IP55 certified / Anti-reflective panel / 
1,500 nit brightness

A TV You Can Count On
16/7 operation time / 3-Yr Warranty

Plug & Play the Content Your 
Want
Tuner, multiple inputs, and content 
from YouTube.
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Slim and Modern.  3 Great Sizes
The sleek, elegant, and minimalistic design draws you into the screen from any angle. With 3 sizes: 55”, 

65, & 75” Pro TV Terrace Edition naturally fits your space.
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A TV You Can Count On
Featuring an impressive 3-Year warranty, Pro TV Terrace Edition is reliable and built to operate even 

with extended daily business hours, 16 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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4K 
Upscaling

A TV Designed to Enjoy Outside
The Pro TV Terrace is your year-round business solution for outdoor entertainment. No matter the season, 
its IP55 weatherproof rating delivers perfect performance and protection from the outdoor elements 
including humidity, dust and heat.  

* designed shaded outdoor environments
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4K 
Upscaling

Bright Content, Even Outside
With 1,500 nits of brightness, the Pro TV Terrace provides the same entertainment and promotional 
experience typically enjoyed inside for shaded outdoor environments
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4K 
Upscaling

More Visibility, Less Glare
The Pro TV Terrace features impressive anti-reflection technology, greatly reducing TV reflection and glare 
while also enhancing picture contrast levels to ensure customers can clearly see branding and messages 
for an engaging content experience, even in direct sunlight
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On/off timer Security lock

Focus On Your Business, Not Your TV
Spend less time dealing with technical issues. An on/off timer allows the TV to automatically operate 

during business hours and a pin-code protects the display settings, avoiding any potential content 

interruptions.
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Create eye catching content with the click of a button
Save time and money with more than 100 pre-loaded content templates including vertical orientation, L-Bar 
layouts, motion-embedded, seasonal sale and other pre-designed promotions and advertisements for DIY 
content management.
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Samsung 
Pro TV Terrace 
Edition
Use Cases
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Hotels: Bring the guest experience, outside.

Customer pain points

• Abundance of similar hotels, fighting 
for market share

• High infrastructure costs 

• Lack the resources to update 
content in real-time

• Lack of IT resources at the hotel 
level

Samsung’s Solution

Samsung’s QLED Terrace Edition offers 
a sleek, high-performance and brilliant 
display that captivates your guests 
attention while promoting your hotel.  
This outdoor TV elevates the experience 
and bridges the gap between the 
comforts of home and the excitement of 
entertainment.

Target Customer

Hoteliers

Target Audience

Owners, LOB, ITDM

Customer benefit

Bring stunning beauty to the great outdoors. The Samsung Pro 

TV Terrace Edition offers IP55 weather resistance, so you can 
entertain and deliver messaging to customers even in harsh 
weather conditions. 
• Experience vivid picture quality in outdoor spaces with 

QLED 4K display technology.
• With a high 1,500-nit brightness, the Pro TV Terrace Edition 

provides the same incredible viewing experience that’s 
typically enjoyed inside

• The Pro TV Terrace Edition features impressive anti-

reflection technology, greatly minimizing glare while also 
enhancing picture contrast. 

• No matter the season, its IP55 weather-resistant rating 
delivers performance and protection from rain, dust and 
extreme heat and cold.2

• Featuring an impressive 3-year warranty, the Pro TV Terrace 
Edition is built to operate reliably 16 hours a day, 7 days a 

week.
• With the Samsung Business TV app (Android and iOS) you 

can easily create and upload eye-catching content to 
multiple TVs from your smartphone or tablet.

Why Samsung?

• Maximize Your Performance
Transform static communications and unlock new 
possibilities with a diverse line of panel technology 
designed to meet any  business display need.

• Drive Transformation

With an all-in-one solution, intuitive, advanced content 
management and display capabilities and a robust platform 
that is ideal for any business.

• Create New Experiences 

Connect with an extensive ecosystem of leading digital 
signage partners, through the Samsung platform, to create 

seamless, tailored experiences.

1  Differentiators of the past are the new basics -“Next-gen hotel 
guests have checked in| The Changing Guest Experience, Deloitte

What’s the customer need?

Hoteliers try to bring the comforts of home 

and the excitement of entertainment 

centers into the hotel space. Sometimes 

bridging that gap can be difficult 

especially in the outdoor spaces.  They 

face high infrastructure costs and the 

content can be difficult to update.  

Hoteliers need a solution that solves these 

changes and provides their guests with an 

elevated experience.  

Stay at hotels because they create 
moments that surprise them and 
exceed expectations.1 

52%

“Hotels are beginning to recognize 

they can gain key competitive 
advantage with strategic 

technology 
investments.”

The modern traveler’s needs are 

evolving.

Why does the customer care?
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1Digital Signage Today 2Visix Digital Signage Survey 3ScreenCloud

What’s the customer need?

Restaurants compete for customers 

based on food and on ambiance or 

the overall experience.  This often 

pushes restaurants to expand their 

dinning room outdoors, creating a 

patio like experience. Restaurants 

need a solution to ensure the 

basics such as menu boards and  

TV content are still available all 

while withstanding  the outdoor 

elements.

Restaurants: Outdoor dining experiences with vivid entertainment and content 

Customer pain points
• Over-crowded market that 

prohibits building customer 
loyalty 

• Competing with larger 
restaurants who can afford high-
end TVs that entertain patrons

• Competitive landscape with more 
and more restaurants pushing 
outdoors to provide a patio 
dinning experience

• Hard to create weather resistant 
menu boards and promotional 
signage

• Can’t devote the energy to 
understand complex business 
technology

Samsung’s Solution

Samsung’s QLED Terrace Edition 
offers a sleek, high-performance and 
brilliant display that captivates your 
customers attention while promoting 
your restaurant.

Target Customer

Restaurateurs

Target Audience

Restaurant owners 

and  

Restaurant managers

Customer benefit

Bring stunning beauty to the great outdoors. The Samsung Pro TV 

Terrace Edition offers IP55 weather resistance, so you can 
entertain and deliver messaging to customers even in harsh 
weather conditions. 
• Experience vivid picture quality in outdoor spaces with QLED 

4K display technology.
• With a high 1,500-nit brightness, the Pro TV Terrace Edition 

provides the same incredible viewing experience that’s 
typically enjoyed inside

• The Pro TV Terrace Edition features impressive anti-reflection 

technology, greatly minimizing glare while also enhancing 
picture contrast. 

• No matter the season, its IP55 weather-resistant rating 
delivers performance and protection from rain, dust and 
extreme heat and cold.2

• Featuring an impressive 3-year warranty, the Pro TV Terrace 
Edition is built to operate reliably 16 hours a day, 7 days a 

week.
• With the Samsung Business TV app (Android and iOS) you can 

easily create and upload eye-catching content to multiple TVs 
from your smartphone or tablet.

Why Samsung?

• Maximize Your Performance
Transform static communications and unlock new possibilities 
with a diverse line of panel technology designed to meet any  
business display need.

• Drive Transformation
With an all-in-one solution, intuitive, advanced content 

management and display capabilities and a robust platform 
that is ideal for any business.

• Create New Experiences 
Connect with an extensive ecosystem of leading digital 
signage partners, through the Samsung platform, to create 

seamless, tailored experiences.

Why does the customer care?

Digital menu boards can 
boost overall sales by1

3% to 5%

customers purchasing a 
product or service because a 
sign caught their eye 1

7 in 10 

In restaurants, the number of 

unplanned purchases jumps to
 

with digital signage2

80%
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400%

Entertainment Venues: Showcase the best parts of your venue.

What’s the customer need?

Entertainment venues need ways 

to communicate the latest 

promotions and specials to 

guests while enhancing their 

experience.  These venues may 

have outdoor spaces where 

guest congregate and need 

solutions that provide additional 

entertainment while upselling 

guests on other offerings.

Customer pain points

• Need TVs that can withstand outdoor 
elements (rain, dust, etc.)

• Lack of IT staff on hand

• Need content management solutions 
that are easy to use and manage

• Customers want to watch their 
favorite TV shows or sports while 
hanging out with friends and family

Samsung’s Solution

Samsung’s outdoor QLED Terrace 
Edition offers a sleek, high-performance 
and brilliant display that captivates your 
guests attention while promoting the 
latest deals and offers.  

Target Customer
Entertainment venues with
outdoor spaces

Target Audience

Owners, LOB, ITDMs

Customer benefit

Bring stunning beauty to the great outdoors. The Samsung Pro 

TV Terrace Edition offers IP55 weather resistance, so you can 
entertain and deliver messaging to customers even in harsh 

weather conditions. 
• Experience vivid picture quality in outdoor spaces with 

QLED 4K display technology.
• With a high 1,500-nit brightness, the Pro TV Terrace Edition 

provides the same incredible viewing experience that’s 

typically enjoyed inside
• The Pro TV Terrace Edition features impressive anti-

reflection technology, greatly minimizing glare while also 
enhancing picture contrast. 

• No matter the season, its IP55 weather-resistant rating 
delivers performance and protection from rain, dust and 
extreme heat and cold.2

• Featuring an impressive 3-year warranty, the Pro TV Terrace 
Edition is built to operate reliably 16 hours a day, 7 days a 

week.
• With the Samsung Business TV app (Android and iOS) you 

can easily create and upload eye-catching content to 
multiple TVs from your smartphone or tablet.

Why Samsung?

• Maximize Your Performance
Transform static communications and unlock new 

possibilities with a diverse line of panel technology 
designed to meet any  business display need.

• Drive Transformation
With an all-in-one solution, intuitive, advanced content 

management and display capabilities and a robust platform 
that is ideal for any business.

• Create New Experiences 
Connect with an extensive ecosystem of leading digital 
signage partners, through the Samsung platform, to create 

seamless, tailored experiences.

1 Visix Digital Signage Survey  2 InfoTrends  3 Visix Digital Signage Survey

of people say that Digital 

Signage captures their 
attention1

Why does the customer care?

63%

Over

of information 

transmitted to the brain is 
visual2

90%

more views than static 
displays3

Digital displays capture 
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Pricing



2020: The Year of MagicINFO 8Contact Information

Tonya Looney
Longino Distributing, Inc.
VP of Operations
800-633-6224
tonya@longinodist.com
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Experience the Possibilities. Today.
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